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you could be forgiven for believing press 
reports that the worldwide economic 
downturn means bad news everywhere. 
Whilst many media and manufacturing 
businesses are undoubtedly suffering, 
and the impact on digital radio and mobile 
tV may not be fully visible yet, there  
are many reasons to be optimistic. the 
year started positively with news from 
several countries highlighting their digital 
success, many of which are showing 
that digital radio is outperforming or 
reversing the downward trend in these 
otherwise gloomy market conditions.  

the uK government’s digital Britain 
report gave the clearest signal to 
date that the entire radio sector and 
government policy sees daB digital radio 
as the primary platform for radio’s future. 
the report casts no doubt that daB is 
to replace aM and FM, and proposes 
analogue switch-off conditions in as little 
as seven or eight years. Sales of digital 
radios were one of the few consumer 
sectors to show year-on-year growth. 

Research in the danish market says that 
one in four danes now own a daB digital 
radio with a further million consumers 
planning to buy one in 2009. Following 
successful trials in Prague, Pribram and 
Plzen, the czech Republic is expanding 
it’s daB+ trial with a new transmitter in 
the second largest city Brno covering 
half a million people. after a daB+ trial 
in hungary, with three programmes 
from hungarian radio and three Swiss 
programmes on-air, a commercial 
launch is planned for later this year. 
Volkswagen’s new golf and Passat cc 
released in norway will carry daB as 

standard - a further step towards the 
take up of digital radio in-cars. Positive 
news about receiver sales across 
europe was further supported by Pure’s  
announcement of record export growth 
in norway, denmark and Switzerland. 

australia, the largest daB+ market to 
date, is gearing up for services on-air 
in May. a fully co-ordinated cross-
industry strategy involving broadcasters, 
manufacturers and retailers demon-
strates the belief in daB+ as the future 
of radio and promises to be one of 
the highlights of the year. i would urge 
all WorlddMB members to support 
australia in every way you can and to 
learn from their 360 degree approach. 
details of the plans for australia are 
inside this edition of eureka.

France is also gearing up for its digital 
radio launch later this year, having 
received an unprecedented level of 
applications for multiplex capacity. 
Broadcasters, manufacturers, the 
government and all parts of the industry 
are pushing forward to create a new 
experience in multimedia radio for the 
French consumer. We are working 
closely with our French members to 
support the launch laer this year. 

dMB mobile tV continues to grow in 
South Korea with the number of users 
up by 60% year-on-year to 17.25 million, 
as reported by the terrestrial -dMB 
Special committee. consumers are 
attracted to the tV and radio services 
on-air, the hundreds of different types 
of receivers and the interactivity offered 
by dMB. a new dMB service is planned 

for norway, sharing the same Band iii 
spectrum as daB and promises a fully 
complemented digital radio and mobile 
tV experience. 

Many countries are already broadcasting 
daB, daB+ or dMB successfully, others 
in asia, europe and the Middle east 
are conducting trials or establishing 
licensing conditions in preparation for 
consumer launch. 

Just as the last 12 months has been 
all about “recession strategies”, now is 
the time for governments, regulators, 
manufacturers and broadcasters to plan 
or re-plan to ensure digital broadcasting 
is best placed to take advantage of the 
inevitable upturn.

your organisation can benefit enormously 
through membership of WorlddMB, 
giving it access to the best technical 
and marketing intelligence and an 
unparalleled global network of expertise 
and contacts. WorlddMB provides a 
strong voice for digital radio and mobile 
multimedia, sharing access to new 
markets, to regulators, broadcasters 
and manufacturers, and as a community 
of organisations with the same goals, 
together we can make a real difference.  

If you would like further details of 
WorldDMB membership, including 
our special academic and small 
businesses membership schemes, 
please contact Rosemary Smith at 
the project office:  
rosemary.smith@worlddab.org

Quentin Howard
President, WorldDMB Forum

Together we make a difference 
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Next generation digital radio will add 
multimedia touch to DAB
the digital audio broadcasting market is 
to get a huge boost with next generation 
technology unveiled by Frontier Silicon 
earlier this year. the new technology will 
allow users to obtain a true touch screen 
interactive multimedia experience from their 
digital radios, enabling them to select music, 
channels, and information in a similar style 

to which they are already familiar with in many 
of the more popular portable music players.

the new ‘touch Radio’ from Frontier Silicon 
features a unique touch screen, full-colour 
audio-visual system that marks a major 
step forward in digital radio capabilities. it 
utilises advanced daB and a colour ‘touch 
radio’ graphical user interface to enable 
users to do the following on top of the 
digital radio listening experience:

• Access a media-rich electronic program guide

• View slideshow depicting station imagery and ID

•Tag and store information on featured products 

via interactive advertising

•Tag and store information on favourite music 

tracks for purchase

•Watch real-time traffic information and receive 

updates on public transport

anthony Sethill, chief executive of Frontier 
Silicon, said, “the touch Radio is the next 
step in digital radio platforms and visual 

experience. the technology and enhanced 
user functionality is just as big a leap from 
analogue to digital radio, if not bigger, and 
allows us to truly map out the future of 
daB radio”.

Frontier Silicon is already in talks with 
leading broadcasters and manufacturers 
about adopting the system, known 
internally as advanced daB. it comes 
as penetration of daB radios in the year 
continues to rise, with ageing analogue 
broadcasting systems switched off in 
Switzerland and ahead of the fresh launch 
of daB+ in australia.

the ‘touch Radio’ was unveiled at the 
same time as a uK government study 
recommending eventual migration of 
uK radio broadcasting to fully digital 
distribution.

By Mark Hopgood,  
Frontier Silicon

Digital Radio at the heart of the government plan for 
developing the digital economy in France by 2012
last october, the French Secretary of 
State, eric Besson, presented his plan 
for developing the digital economy for 
the French in the future. one of the 
objectives of this plan is to enable all 
French consumers the ability to access 
digital networks, and therefore digital radio 
development is encouraged, notably three 
concrete measures were put in place to 
make this a reality: 

• to dedicate the whole of Band iii 
(174-233 Mhz) to digital radio services, 
in the framework of the reallocation of 
frequencies freed up by the switch off 
of analogue television. 

• to define, in the first quarter of 2009, a 
time schedule for the digital radio services 
roll-out, notably on the available resources, 
the organisation of beauty contests, and 
the perspectives of stopping analogue 
radio.

• to impose progressive integration of 
digital radio reception in the receivers sold 
in France.

digital radio reception should be pro-
gressively integrated in the receiver sales 
as follows: 

From the 1st of September 2010, radio 
receivers which can display multimedia 
content and are sold in the consumer 
market place will have to have digital 
radio services reception enabled, with the 
exception of in-car terminals. 

From the 1st of September 2012, this 
obligation should apply to all new terminals 
dedicated principally to the reception of 
radio services, as well as  new terminals 
enabling the reception of radio services 
and capable of displaying multimedia 
content, with the exception of in-car 
terminals. 

last but not least, from the 1st of 
September 2013, the obligation should 
be extended to the whole range of radio 
receivers. 

By Delphine Josse,  
TDF
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analog devices Blackfin and Factum’s 
Middleware Enable Single-chip Solutions for 
DAB, DAB+, DMB Receivers
analog devices, inc.(adi), is utilizing the 
newest version of Factum electronics 
aB’s daB, daB+, dMB middleware on its 
low-power, high-performance Blackfin® 
BF5xx processors. Pairing the Blackfin 
processor with Factum middleware 
enables a single-chip module that is the 
industry’s first to bring dlS, SlS, and 
ePg data services together with audio, 
image, and video decoding capabilities 
for the next generation of handheld mobile 
receivers and kitchen radios with displays 
or screens. Receivers equipped to 
handle multimedia formats including text, 
images and supporting the eureka 147 
family of standards requires a processor 
able to deliver high performance at low 
power, and in a small form. applications 
with these design demands benefit from 
the converged microcontroller and signal 
processor functionality provided by 
Blackfin. this dSP + Mcu convergent 

processing drives down bill-of-materials 
cost for digital radio receivers and other 
price-sensitive consumer electronics 
products.

Factum’s complete range of middleware 
modules for data services not only 
reduces development time for receiver 
manufacturers, but also supports receiver 
stability and quality of service. offerings 
include Fic, dlS, SlS, ePg, tPeg, and 
BWS. 

to complement Factum’s middleware, 
adi is providing a system solution for 
daB, daB+, dMB receivers including 
essential software modules such as 
MPeg2 tS demuxer, he-aac decoder, 
h.264 decoder, MP2 decoder, JPeg 
decoder, Png decoder, and high-quality 
gui which all run from a single Blackfin 
processor. lcd, remote control, and 
keypad are supported along with control 
of the daB, daB+, dMB front-end tuner 
by Blackfin. With the complete tcP/iP 
stack and various popular audio decoders 
(MP3, WMa, Real, and aac) running on 
the Blackfin processor. internet radio 
for example, vtuner and Shoutcast™, 
along with a host of internet music 
services such as Rhapsody® are also 
supported.

By Patrick Olsson,  
Factum Electronics AB

The widest range
of DAB+ products in

the world

+44 (0)845 148 9001
www.pure.com
www.thelounge.com
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one ray of sunshine in a gloomy 
christmas season for retailers was daB 
digital radio which this year continued its 
tradition of strong sales, with more than 
half a million products sold in december.

cumulative daB sales to the end of 2008 
were 8.53 million. With over 2 million 
products sold in 2008, this is up 3% year-
on-year. By comparison, total analogue 
radio sales volume was down 7% year-on-
year, while the total consumer electronics 
market was down 5% year-on-year.

the value of daB sales in 2008 was 
£160m, which is down 4% compared 
to 2007 and reflects a small reduction 
in average daB prices (now around 
£75). this again should be compared to 
analogue radio sales (down 7% yr-on-yr). 
comparing december 08 and december 
07, volume sales were down about 8% 
with 550,000 in 07 and 508,000 in 08. 

While this is disappointing, it was 
not unexpected in the current retail 
downturn. daB share figures continue 
to grow, now accounting for around 
22% of total radio sales volumes and 
26% of total radio sales value.

top selling products at christmas included 
daB clock radios with docking stations, 
kitchen radios and an in-car daB adapter. 
other popular models were micro hi-fi 
systems with docking stations, handheld 
daB radios and, for the first time, radios 
combining daB and wi-fi.

the growth of in-car products in 2008 
is particularly significant. With the 
introduction of the PuRe highway, sales 
have grown by an average of 300% per 
month.

consumer confidence in daB remains 
high and it is important that retailers and 
manufacturers do not lose sight of this. at 
a time when other consumer electronics 
products are suffering declining volumes 
and value, daB radio is holding its market 
position and growing its share versus 
analogue devices.

2009 will be a year of change for daB in 
the uK.

at the end of January the government 
published its interim digital Britain report 
which said: “We are making a clear 
statement of government and policy 
commitment to enabling daB to be a 
primary distribution network for radio.”

the report includes a set of criteria that 
should lead to analogue switch off for 
radio. these include:

• 50% of total radio listening must be to  
 a digital platform  (daB, dtV, Wi-Fi etc)

• national multiplex coverage will be  

 

comparable to FM coverage by the 

time of digital migration

• local multiplexes will cover at least  
 90% of the population and, where  
 practical, all major roads within  
 their licensed area by the time of digital  
 migration  

once these conditions have been met, 
government should announce a date for 
digital migration, possibly two years after 
the criteria have been achieved, at which 
point all national services would migrate 
to digital, along with local services which 
have met the 90% population coverage 
threshold. the report suggests the criteria 
could be met by 2015, allowing digital 
migration to commence in 2017.

We recognise that 2009 is going to be a 
very difficult year for retailers and manufac-
turers as the credit crunch continues to 
hit consumers, but with a clear message 
from government, and the support of 
broadcasters, we believe we can take 
digital radio in the uK to the next level.

By Mandy Green, 
Digital Radio Development Bureau, 

UK

Good News for digital Radio in the UK 

the danes are serious about their digital 
radio with every 4th dane owning a daB 
receiver - that’s 1.3 million people with year 
on year growth showing daB’s popularity. 
the largest and most comprehensive 
study of danish daB was conducted in 
october 2008 with the results showing 
that daB is here to stay. 24% of danes 
already own a daB digital radio and the 
2008 christmas sales proved such a 
success that some retailers had to re-
order daB stock to cope with the high 
demand. the figures show that daB is 
attractive to all ages and both sexes with 
the largest consumer group being the 30 
– 60 year olds. 

daB in-car is also potentially popular with 
danish consumers, 24% of whom are 
willing to pay for extra in-car equipment. 
Many danes have daB radios in their 
kitchens, bedrooms and bathrooms so 
the next step is to increase the uptake 
of daB receivers for the living room. also 
the availability in denmark of after sales 
receivers for the car is expected to boost 
the growth of daB devices and listening 
in 2009. 

erik henz Kjeldsen, chairman of daB 
digital Radio danmark, thinks that a 
large reason for daB’s popularity is the 
increased choice of channels “there 

is no doubt that the danes know what 
they want – and it’s extremely positive to 
realise that they want daB. and with the 
18 daB radio channels – many of these 
only available on daB – we are satisfied 
the danes’ need for a large number 
of radio channels”. the daB industry 
in denmark is going from strength to 
strength, the study also indicated that a 
further 1 million people will buy a digital 
radio in 2009.

By Anita Palgrem, 
DAB Denmark

Great Sales in 2008 prove denmark loves DAB



is it the breakfast show or drive time which 
makes the long commute in the car to 
work bearable or is it both, digital radio is 
a mobile technology and as daB, daB+, 
dMB digital radio spreads across europe 
and the world could this be the year that 
those enjoying digital radio can do so in 
their cars? 

car manufacturers have in the past been 
reluctant to add daB as standard or even 
as an option in anything other than only 
their high end models. While the flexibility 
of the eureka 147 family of standards is 
seen by broadcasters and consumers as 
a benefit (digital radio, mobile tV and a 
growing range of multimedia capabilities) 
this has, in the past, created difficulties 
for manufacturers especially in the car 
industry who have to deal with long 
development and validation lifecycles. a 
technology standard which seemed to be 
continuously changing and fragmenting, 
depending on which country you were in, 
was not a ‘safe bet’ in the complicated 
mix of in-car electronics. 

this could be about to change, the joint 
WorlddMB, eBu and eicta Receiver 
Profiles released in September 2008 
defined a set of minimum requirements 
and features to be built into different 
classes of digital radio receivers, 
ensuring interoperability of new receivers 
and services across countries whose 

broadcasters may be using daB, daB+ or 
dMB or any combination of the standard. 

the Profiles included a set of features and 
functions appropriate to in-car systems 
including automatic retuning between 
analogue and digital services. Profile 
compliant receivers will ensure continuous 
reception and mean listeners travelling 
across europe in their cars have an 
uninterrupted signal. 

Broadcasters as a result will know which 
receivers will be capable of receiving their 
content and manufacturers will know 
what to include in receivers to be able to 
receive this content. tPeg on eureka 147 
also offers the driver advanced traffic and 
travel services with more features than 
currently available on RdS-FM, something 
which have seen increasing consumer 
awareness. For the car manufacturers 
this kind of stability and clarity from the 
industry is long over due and addresses a 
large proportion of the issues which have 
created barriers to entry into this market. 

in more mature markets such as the uK, 
denmark, Switzerland and norway plans 
for increased coverage, discussions on 
possible analogue switch-off dates and 
the roll-out of eureka 147 in new markets 
such as australia, Malta, France and 
hungary are all positive news for car 
manufacturers going ahead with digital 

radio. germany the home of some of the 
major car manufacturing brands is also 
looking into further developing eureka 
147 in 2009 and with digital radio on 
their doorstep car manufacturers can see 
eureka 147 is here to stay. 

this said, some of the car industry are 
ahead of the pack and already offer daB 
as standard in some or all of their models; 
audi, BMW, Fiat, Ford, lotus, Seat, 
Vauxhall, Volkswagen and tVR. daB is 
also offered as an optional extra by these 
and other car manufactures, although the 
cost of adding this feature is still restrictive 
to all but the real daB enthusiasts (approx. 
200-300euros). 

audi is leading the way in the development 
of daB as standard or as an option in 
its cars. the audi Mii navigation system 
includes daB. daB is available in audi’s 
a4, a5, a6, a8, Q5 and Q7 models.

the consumer demand for eureka 147 in 
cars, which until now was not clear, has 
been shown in 2008 with the release of 
the Pure highway, the easy to fit in-car 
daB digital radio receiver, which Pure 
announced simulated a 300% increase 
in the in-car daB adapter market, data 
which came for gFK.

car manufacturers face a difficult year as do 
all industries around the world the impact 
of which on the roll out of eureka 147 in 
cars is not yet clear. the development of in 
car digital radio however is gathering pace 
and it is hoped that with the continued 
success of eureka 147 a growing number 
of consumers will be able to listen to their 
favourite digital radio shows in their cars.

By WorlDMB Project Office
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Digital radio advances in-car

DAB is integrated into the Audi MMI navigation system

Audi now offers DAB digital radio in 
their A4, A5, A6, A8, Q5, Q7 models
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the development of daB in norway is 
now moving forward and, it is hoped, will 
be accelerated with the announcement 
at the beginning of 2009 that, norwegian 
consumers buying the new VW golf or 
high-end Passat cc will have daB digital 
radio as standard, whichever version of 
the car they have ordered. Volkswagen 
are the first to offer integrated daB in-
car in norway and as golf is one of 
norway’s best selling car models (rarely 
below no.3 on the best sellers list), 
expectations are that this could motivate 
other car-manufacturers into releasing 
further models with daB digital radios 

as standard. Volkswagen, which imports 
audi and Saab, also offers daB as an 
accessory in most of its Volkswagen and 
audi models, for around 220 euros.

in a country such as norway, with plenty of 
hills and valleys, achieving good coverage 
with an FM-network is challenging, to say 
the least. the single frequency network 
principle of daB will make this task easier, 
giving golf-owners a whole new radio 
experience with fewer dropouts and more 
channels to choose from. coverage of 
the country is now up to 80% with plans 
for further upgrades in 2009 and nRK 

the public broadcaster currently offers a 
variety of simulcast and daB only stations, 
to the norwegian consumer. daB has 
been confirmed as the way forward for 
digital radio in norway. although no date 
as been confirmed reports in the press 
indicate that the issue of analogue switch 
off should be considered in 2014 – 2015.

By Jarle Ruud,  
NRK

DAB as standard in the VW golf  
and Passat cc in Norway

a national digital Traffic Broadcast 
Service launched in the uK
in January this year trafficmaster, the 
uK’s leading provider of real-time traffic 
information, launched its digital traffic 
Broadcast service in partnership with 
digital one, the world’s largest digital radio 
network operator. this means that with 
a combination of trafficmaster’s world 
leading traffic information and advanced 
daB technology, navigation devices 
can not only receive more detailed and 
accurate traffic data but also value added 
content such as live car park information, 
fuel prices, public transport data, weather, 
variable speed limit sites etc.

traffic information is collated from 
trafficmaster’s nationwide traffic mon-
itoring network which covers 95% of the 
uK’s motorways and trunk roads. With the 
launch of trafficmaster’s digital 

traffic Broadcast service, daB compliant  

navigation systems will have access to 
better quality and more reliable traffic flow 
information, including emergency incidents 
and road works. this will allow drivers to 
receive enhanced routing instructions and 
more accurate delay times. the service is 
also able to support valuable non-traffic 
content which is not available on current 
RdS-tMc based services.

the new digital service supports the tPeg 
standard developed by tiSa (the traveller 
information Services association). it is 
commercially available to uK automotive 
manufacturers and portable navigation 
device providers. 

tony eales, trafficmaster’s chief executive, 
comments: “our digital traffic Broadcast 
service offers greater clarity and detail 
on the uK’s traffic jams, which will help 
motorists get to their destinations quicker 

and with less stress. not only that, our 
service offers reliability and scalability that 
can meet the growing demand of digital 
broadcast services.”

trafficmaster’s digital traffic Broadcast 
is also supported by the digital Radio 
development Bureau (dRdB). dRdB’s 
chief executive, tony Moretta, says: 
“trafficmaster’s traffic information service 
is an innovative use of daB technology 
which allows more detailed information 
to be delivered directly to drivers. this 
is a service that will make a difference 
to many motorists who use navigation 
systems, ensuring they have up to the 
minute information to reliably divert them 
around traffic jams, making for smoother 
journeys.”

By Lee Colman, 
Trafficmaster



Commercial Radio australia working  
with receiver manufacturers world-wide

Asia/Pacific & 
North American News

commercial Radio australia is working 
with digital receiver manufacturers world-
wide in a bid to ensure australian radio 
listeners have an extensive range of digital 
receivers to choose from when the new 
daB+ technology switches on in May 
2009.

chief executive officer of commercial 
Radio australia (cRa), Joan Warner 
has met with receiver manufacturers 
and explained australian digital radio 
would be launching with anything up to 
30 channels per multiplex and extensive 
use of the new visual aspect of radio.

“australian radio broadcasters going 
digital this year are planning to provide 
their listeners with a full range of digital 
services, including multi-media features 
from day one of the digital radio launch 
and we want listeners to have a great 
choice of well priced receivers to buy,” 
said Ms Warner.

developments are moving forward with 
circuit and module suppliers Frontier 
Silicon announcing the development 
of a unique touch screen, full colour 
audio-visual system that will bring 
multimedia functionality and increased 
data information to digital radios. Plus 
analog devices’ Blackfin and Factum’s 
middleware, enabling the first single-chip 
solution for daB, daB+, dMB receivers 
that brings dlS (dynamic label Segment), 
SlS (Slideshow) and ePg (electronic 
Programme guide) data services together 
with audio, image and video decoding 
capabilities.

australian radio broadcasters are com-
mitted to positioning themselves to 

compete in a multimedia digital world, 
and on their behalf commercial Radio 
australia encourages other circuit and 
module suppliers and digital receiver 
manufacturers to produce products 
that will showcase the full capabilities 
of daB+.

to encourage receiver manufacturers to 
test and trial their products using daB+, 
cRa has produced a comprehensive 
ensemble transport interface (eti) file 
that contains recorded material from the 
australian digital radio trial that includes 
up to 32 channels, slide show images, 
Portable network graphic (Png) logos 
and scrolling text.   

this eti file is being made available free of 
charge to receiver manufacturers all over 
the world to assist with the development 
of  receivers that support the mix of audio 
and multimedia content that broadcasters 
will be likely to transmit when daB+ 
digital radio becomes available in Sydney, 
Melbourne, adelaide, Perth and Brisbane. 
to request the eti file manufacturers can 
email technical@digitalradioplus.com.au.

in addition to the eti file, cRa has also 
put together a dVd which demonstrates 
broadcaster commitment and retailer 
support for the australian daB+ launch. 
the dVd, targeting key receiver man-
ufacturer decision makers is available 
in english, Japanese, cantonese, 
indonesian, Korean, Malay and Mandarin.

the dVd illustrates the progress of 
the digital radio rollout in australia and 
highlights some of the radio industry’s 

plans for a comprehensive consumer 
marketing campaign. 

“there are an estimated 50 million analogue 
radio receivers in australia that we hope 
will be replaced over time by a new digital 
radio device. We want australian listeners 
to tune in to the new free to air digital radio 
channels and ‘experience‘ the difference 
in the daB+ digital technology,” said Ms 
Warner.

Receiver  manufacturers are increasingly 
interested in supporting daB+ as this is 
the standard already adopted in australia, 
Switzerland, Malta and hungary, to be 
launched in germany and italy in 2009 
and likely to be the standard, in the 
czech Republic, Malaysia, china, much 
of Scandinavia  and other european and 
asian markets. 

teac, yamaha, Bush, intempo, iRiver, 
PuRe, Revo, Roberts and Sangean 
have formally advised that they will have 
daB+ receivers available for australia’s 
launch and others are working on product 
development.

For further information on digital  
radio in australia log onto  
www.digitalradioplus.com.au

By Joan Warner,  
CEO Commercial Radio Australia
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Mexico considers the Future
at the end of 2008 WorlddMB attended 
the ciRt (cámara nacional de la industria 
de Radio y televisión ®) conference and 
exhibition in Mexico. there are currently 
853 aM and 725 FM stations on-air in 
Mexico which are privately owned by a 
few large radio groups and a number of 
smaller radio groups and companies with 
an interest in tV. Mexico will this year be 
upgrading its aM stations to FM so is this 
country really ready to go digital?  

the l-Band is currently free for daB, 
daB+, dMB however broadcasters are 
looking into the possibility of using Band 
iii. Some of the broadcasters are keen to 
look into alternatives to hd Radio, currently 
used in the uS, and as the uS borders 
Mexico this would be the obvious choice 
although a multi-standard approach 
may work in this region. Broadcasters 
want to do more and so are interested 
in the multimedia nature of eureka 147 

e.g. Slideshow. the Mexican regulator 
coFetel also has concerns about the 
multiplexer model which is currently used 
for daB and wants clarification as giving 
a piece of spectrum to each station is 
seen as unmanageable in the Mexican 
market. the regulator is looking at making 
a decision on the digital radio technology 
standard at the end of 2009.

the ciRt event brought together not 
only broadcasters from Mexico but also 
from across South america. during the 

event a demonstration of the difference 
in coverage between l-Band and Band iii 
was shown on the big flat screen on the 
ciRt and cRc booth with grupo Radio 
centro SaB de cV, a paper was also 
submitted in the technical conference on 
the spectrum options for daB and daB+. 
this year marked the 50th anniversary 
of the event which is a highlight in the 
broadcasting calendar and is attended 
by broadcasters, regulators, receiver 
manufacturers, professional equipment 
manufacturers and high level government 
officials. 

With special thanks to all WorlddMB 
members participated and helped with 
this event.

http://www.cirt.com.mx/cirt/content/
view/15/24/

By WorldDMB Project Office

growth of Korean DMB Market
Since starting the world’s first dMB service 
in 2005, Korea’s market has grown at  
a rapid rate. a report by the terrestrial-
dMB Broadcaster’s committee states 
that the number of mobile tV receivers 
in Korea grew by almost 60% in 2008 to 
17.25 million.

the committee, which represents six 
service carriers, said that 15.4 million 
terrestrial dMB devices, including mobile 
phones, were sold by the end of 2008 –  
a huge increase of 70% from the previous 
year. 

an aggressive marketing campaign is 
credited as part of the reason for this 
impressive growth, as well as the huge 
interest created by the olympic games. 
there were four mobile tV channels on-
air during the olympics, as well as 15 
daB services. 

Research has shown that overall prime 
time viewing for users is in the morning 
commute hour, not that surprising con-
sidering the highest ratio of watching 
occurred while viewers were on the 
move, followed closely by at the home 
and in the office. news and drama are 
the most popular genres, with comedy 

shows and sport also proving popular 
viewing.

the two most popular dMB devices in 
Korea are navigation systems, which 
provide real-time traffic information using 
applications such as tPeg, and mobile 
phones, which offer a more interactive 
experience combined with wireless 
internet services over 2g or 3g mobile 
networks provided by the second largest 
mobile network operator, KtF. 

dMB offers benefits to broadcasters, with 
easy and fast deployment of tV services 

which can be accessed anywhere by the 
user, with services offered at an affordable 
rate. it can bring advertisers increased 
market by creating additional prime 
time which has not been covered by the 
legacy tV or Radio services, and offering 
both broadcasters and mobile network 
operators new business opportunities in 
an interactive and convergent market. 

By Yu Sun, 
WorldDMB
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Professional equipment
SMCNS DABAIRIIPLUS
SMcnS’ daBaiRiiPlus provides comprehensive monitoring and analysis of t-dMB/daB+/daB services just 
by connecting it to a lap-top Pc with uSB powered platform and ensures great mobility for field testing as well 
as applications in lab environment. More powerful RF signal measurement makes it ideal with unique multiple-
streaming feature. www.smcns.net
 

DABSTOR-Rx
Somerdata’s daBStoR-Rx is a professional rack-mounting daB, dMB receiver. daBStoR-Rx can be 
specified with an ensemble Publisher that provides access to multiple audio, video and data services 
for viewing on one or more remote workstations. daBStoR-Rx can also be specified with up to 180-
days endless-loop ensemble logging in eti compatible format. www.somerdata.com
 

SMC5000 
SMcnS’ SMc-5000 t-dMB/daB+/daB RF Signal generator is the all-in-one System consisting of 
eti Stream generation engine, coFdM Modulator and RF up-converter. ideal design for R&d, Quality 
assurance, manufacturing, and receiver demonstration comes with most powerful sample streams 
support in the market. www.smcns.net

SILICON MOTION Receiver Module
Silicon Motion introduces its first cost effective and easy-to-adopt daB, daB+ receiver module solution 
to work with all existing Band iii and l-Band digital radio standards for europe and asia. the solution can 
support daB, daB+, dMa audio as well as FM-RdS radio and is very suitable for table-top radio and 
portable multimedia player applications. www.siliconmotion.com

in china, the public broadcaster, Beijing 
Jolon, is continuing to offer four mobile 
tV channels, 16 audio broadcasting and 
three data services after the success of 
the Beijing olympics last year. they are 
currently working on the implementation 
of daB+ with a reallocation of bandwidth 
and an update of the head-end system. 

gtM, a joint venture between guangdong 
Southern Media corporation and 
guangdong television Station, is working 
on delivering a daB/dMB service cover-
ing guangdong province. in december 
2008, gtM and the guangzhou asian 
games organizing committee signed a 
mobile multimedia audio broadcasting 
technology agreement for the asian 
games in 2010 where they will provide 
mobile multi media services based on 
the eureka 147 family of standards. 

the commercial broadcaster in taiwan, 
Super FM, will become the first radio 
station to launch daB+ services with 

three audio channels based on daB+ 
and one multi-media video service based 
on dMB planned for July 2009.

in Malaysia, the public broadcaster Radio 
television Malaysia (RtM) is looking 
forward to the launch of superior visual 
and audio quality with its daB/dMB 
transmission. RtM plans to create 15 
audio channels services and two multi-
media video services with a two year trial 
starting at the end 2009. 

indonesia’s telco operators are expecting 
that mobile tV will enhance their mobile 
services and generate new revenue 
profits. content providers and tV 
broadcasters are planning to use mobile 
tV to open new channel distribution 
platforms. Pt Media nusantara citra 
(Mnc) and dMB nusantara have been 
recommended for mobile tV frequencies 
and licenses in Jakarta. dMB nusantara 
has completed a dMB trial in Jakarta 
and plans further mobile tV testing in 

Bandung, Medan and Surabaya and 
daB services in the future. 

in Vietnam, Broadtech Sc, a subsidiary 
of VtV, has had a dMB trial on-air 
in hanoi since September 2008. By 
analyzing the market it was found that 
there could possibly be a successful 
dMB service in Vietnam. dMB services 
will be marketed on a subscription basis 
but will be affordable to the mass market. 
VtV hopes to launch commercial dMB 
services sometime this year. 

With the developments in the asia Pacific 
region the aBu has set up a task Force 
to promote daB+. chaired by Ms. Joan 
Warner, ceo of commercial Radio 
australia (cRa), the objective of this task 
Force is to ensure that there are large 
numbers of low cost daB+ receivers in 
the market place. 

By WorldDMB Project Office

the Digital development in SE Asia

SILICON MOTION FC8000/8001
Silicon Motion’s Fc8000/8001 is highly integrated RF/demodulator Soc for daB, daB+, dMB. the solution 
can support daB, daB+ and dMB eureka 147 standardised receivers. its characteristics include ultra low 
power consumption (43mW at t-dMB mode, 20mW at daB mode), high linearity and low sensitivity. the chip 
is delivered in 5x5 Bga package or 7x7 QFn package.www.siliconmotion.com
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Latest in the receiver market 

Arcam FMJ T32 
the arcam FMJ t32 is a daB radio tuner with Band iii, l Band and FM/aM reception, 
and is daB+ upgradeable. Featuring a bespoke iPod interface and a large VFd display, 
the FMJ t32 retails for approx ¤630. 

Cambridge Audio One
the one is an integrated hi-fi system with Band iii and l Band daB/FM tuner 
with RdS, a cd player and bespoke iPod dock. Front mounted uSB and Sd card 
connections make accessing digital music simple. the one retails from approx 
¤390.

Roberts Sound 53
Roberts has launched the Sound 53 daB/cd/FM sound system with a universal iPod 
dock. the Sound 53 features a port for uSB playback, a record from cd/radio to Sd/uSB 
function and support for MP3 and WMa files. With a multi-function alarm system, the 
Sound 53 retails for approx ¤305. 

PURE Avanti Flow
a daB (Band iii) table top music system, the avanti Flow is a connected WiFi radio which 
supports streamed music from your Pc and enables access to internet radio. audio 
codecs supported include WMa, MP3, MP2 and Real audio and the avanti Flow features 
an integrated iPod dock and features a ‘listen again’ facility for available radio stations. 
available commercially for approx ¤280.

Tivoli Networks Radio  
a daB/FM with RdS system, the networks Radio is also ethernet/Wi-Fi supported to provide access to 
internet stations. MP3, WMa and Real audio compatible with dual independent alarms and a snooze/
sleep function, the networks Radio retails from approx ¤564. 

Bush DABCRO6CDWHT 
Bush’s new daBcR06cdWht daB/cd and FM with RdS clock Radio has a large, easy-view 
blue lcd display. it features a clock and auto time facility, with snooze and sleep functions. 
With 10 station presets, the daBcR06cdWht currently retails for approx ¤67.
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Latest in the receiver market 
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Samsung SPH-4650
the SPh-4650 is a Windows Mobile 6 Pro based smartphone with an integrated t-dMB receiver. 
the phone features built in haptics touch feedback, a 2.8 inch tFt display, supports WMa and 
has Bluetooth connectivity. available in Korea, retailing at approx ¤424. 

LG LB 3300
lg have released the lB 3300 mobile phone with a terrestrial dMB television tuner for Korea, an led-lit 
touch wheel and a 2 inch lcd. the inbuilt 1gB memory can be upgraded to 4gB and the lB 3300 features 
a 2 megapixel camera and retails from ¤277. 

Cobalt DMB Stick K3
the K3 is an ultra-small uSB-type dMB receiver available in the Korean market. the recep-
tion rate is excellent and the K3 features both a built in and external antenna. Supporting 
real-time tV recording, radio and still image capture, it is available commercially for approx 
¤30. 

Cowon N3 
With dMB tV support, the n3 features the SiRFStar iii gPS chipset, a 32 MB flash memory and 128 
MB RaM. With Sd memory card slots, the n3 can support a wide range of audio and video formats 
and is available now in the Korean market, price currently unavailable. 

SMCNS PUMS
the PuMS is a personal media player and navigator with t-dMB on Band iii. it features a 
4.3” lcd touch-screen display and supports MP3, WMa and MPeg 4. the PuMS is soon to 
integrate tPeg traffic information and retails at approx ¤247. 

Pantech Sky IM-S400L
launched in Korea, the Sky iM-S400l slider phone features an integrated dMB tV tuner, an 
electronic dictionary and a 2 megapixel camera. With a 2.6 inch lcd display, the Pantech 
Sky iM-S400l incorporates a “glide Sensor” technology that operates like a laptop touchpad. 
complete with a micro Sd card slot, it is available in Korea and retails at approx ¤314. 
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New WorldDMB Members
RTL Group is the leading european entertainment 
network, with interests in 45 television channels and 33 
radio stations in 11 countries and content production 
throughout the world. Rtl group’s radio stations reach 
millions of listeners each day. the flagship radio station 
is Rtl in France. in addition to the market leader, Rtl 
group also owns the two music stations Rtl2 and Fun 
Radio in France as well as radio holdings in other 
european countries.

Silicon Motion is a provider of mobile tV and daB/
daB+ solutions which are among the most comprehen-
sive and technologically advanced in the world. We offer 
discrete tuner and tuner-demodulator Soc solutions for 
most of the leading mobile tV and digital audio broad-
casting standards available in the world, including t-dMB, 
S-dMB, dVB-h, iSdB-t, cMMB, tMMB and daB/daB+. 
our solutions are used in mobile phones, as well as gPS 
devices, notebook Pc, daB kitchen radio and personal 
multimedia players.

upcoming events
10-13 March 
ABU Symposium, 
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 
20% discount for members
21-23 March 
CCBN, Beijing, China 
Free entry to exhibition
23 March 
WorldDMB Workshop at CCBN, 
Beijing, China
Free entry to members 
13-16 April 
Hong Kong Electronics, 
Hong Kong

20-23 April 
NAB, Vegas, USA 
26-28 May 
KOBA 2009, South Korea
3-4 June 
Telematics, Detroit, USA
2 Free passes for members (FCFS)
17-19 June 
BroadcastAsia, Singapore
15% discount for members

DAB • DAB+ • DMB • Digital Radio • Mobile TV • Multimedia

For more information please contact Caroline Brindle in the WorldDMB Forum Project Office: caroline.brindle@worlddab.org Tel +44(0) 20 7306 2535

WorldDMB Forum 
Bringing the Future to You

WorldDMB 
at the ABU 
Symposium

daB+ Workshop, aBu digital  
Broadcasting Symposium

The Convergence of Radio and 
Multimedia  – Added Applications 
available on DAB+

Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia,  
11 March 2009, 11.00-12.30

Free Entry to all ABU participants


